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Introduction 

Khwarazmshah Jalal al-Din MNKBRNY1 ) was no doubt the most illu
strious warrior against the Mongols who invaded Muslim Central and West 
Asia. After he was defeated by Jinkiz Khan in a battle on the river Indus, 
he disappeared from sight by jumping into the Indus on horseback. But soon 
J alal al-Din rallied his troops and challenged the native rulers in India. He 
left India in 621 A.H. (1224/5 A.D.) and arrived in Kirman after a forced 
march through Baluchistan full of hardships. 

Henceforth, his field of activity extended from Rum (Anatolia) in the 
west to Kirman in the east and from Abkhaz or Georgia in the north to 
Khuzistan in the south. Until he was murdered by a Kurd in Diyar Bakr in 
628 (1231), Jalal al-Din Khwa.razmshah remained one of the most powerful 
lords in West Asia. 

A. C. M. D'Ohsson2 l gave a detailed description of his life, including 
his activities in West Asia, using the contemporary historical sources available 
more than a century and a half ago. But D'Ohsson barely touched on the 
relation between Khwarazmshah and the Saljuqid Sultanate of Rum and, in 
particular, the Battle of Yasi Chaman (Yass1 <;;imen) which was the decisive 
cause of the decline of Jalal al-Din. In the last forty years, V. Minorsky3), J. A. 
Boyle 4 ), C. Cahen5), 0. Turan6), H. L. Gottschalk7), and R. S. Humphreys8) 

have mentioned this battle from the viewpoints of Caucasian history, history 
of the II-khans, history of Anatolia prior to the Ottomans, and history of the 
Ayyubids. Their contributions were quite useful, but they were not sufficient 
to make clear the role of Khwarazmshah in the history of West Asia and 
Anatolia. 

In this article I will reexamine Jalal al-Din's relations with the Ayyubids 
in Sham (Syria) and the Saljuqids in Rum which lead to the Battle of Yasi 
Chaman by using the contemporary historical sources available at present 
and will point out some peculiarities concerning his activities in West Asia. 

I. Historical Sources on Khwarazmshah Jalal al .. Din 

D'Ohsson chiefly made uie of three historical manuscripts when he 
described Jalal al-Din's activities in West Asia: al-~iimil fi al-Ta'rikh by 
'Izz al-Din Abu al-I:Iasan 'Ali b. Abi al-Karam• Mul.J_ammad ... .ibn al-Athir 
al-Shaybani9 l and Sira al-Sultan Jaliil al-Din MNKBRNY by Shihab al-Din 
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Mul_iammad b. Al:imad (Kh-u.randizi Zaydari) al-Nasawi10), both in Arabic; 

and Tarikh-i Jahiingushtiy by 'Ala' al-Din 'Ata Malik h; Baha' al-Din Mul_iam

mad b. Shams al-Din Mul).ammad al-Juwayni11), in Persian. I will discuss the 

relations of these three authors to Khwarazms_hah Jalal al-Din separately. 

First, Ibn al-Athir, who wrote the very extensive chronicle al-Kiimil, was 

never personally associated with Khwarazmshah in any way. Nevertheless, al

Kqrnil .contains a number of details which enable the reader to }~now the 

exact dates of various activities of Jalal al-Din: for example-

17 Rajah 622 (1225.7.25)-Jalal al-Din's entry into the capital of Adhar

bayjan, Tabriz (K. T., p. 433) 
8 Rabi' I 623 (1226.3.9)-Conquest of the capital of Georgia, Tiflis 

(op. cit., p. 450) 
15 Dhu al-Qa'da 623 (1226.11.7)-First siege of Akhlat12) (op. cit., p. 461) 

23 Dhu al-l:Iijja 623 (1226.12.15)-Withdrawal from Akhlat (ibid.) 

28 Jumada I 627 (1230.4.14)-Conquest of Akhlat (op. cit., p. 488) 

28 Ramac;l.an 627 (1230.8.10)-Battle of Yasi Chaman (op. cit., pp. 489-
490) 

Almost at the end of al-Kamil Ibn al-Athir writes, "As for J alal al-Din 

there appeared no news· abo"ut him till the end of 628 and likewise we knew 

nothing about him till the end of ~afar 629."13 ) From this and other detailed 

descriptions it iS possible to say that as a contemporary historian Ibn al-Athir, 

who dwelt in al-Maw~il (Mosul) and died in 630 (1233), was. very interested 

in Jalal al~Din's activities in West Asia. 
Second, al-Nasawi, author of Sira al-Sultan ]aliil al-Din (Biography of 

KhwZirazmshiih), was an intimate secretary (niunshi) of Jalal al-Din to the 

end of the latter's life. According to his own statement, he entered the 

service of Jalal al-Din when he arrived at Maragha in 622. al-Nasawi's Bio

graphy of Khwarazmshiih is without a doubt an incomparable historical source, 

because the author was one of the best observers of the Sultan's activities. 

Moreover, it is very interesting that al-Nasawi tells in the preface of his work 

that he had already read' Ibn al-Athir's al-Kiirnil before he began to write 

.. the biography: al-N asaw1 says, "I think, upon my life, that naming his 

work al-Kamil (perfect) is quite proper. And I don't regard as unlikely 

that his work is superior to any of the other histories written in their lan

guage." (Sira, p. 34) From this high estimation it becomes obvious that 

al-Nasawi was strongly influenced by Ibn al-Athir's al-Kamil when he wrote 

the biography of J al~l al-Din in 639 (1241 /2). 
Third, Juwayni's ]ahangushay.,completed in 658 (1260), contains a section 

relating to the history of Khwarazmshahs. 'Ala' al-Din 'Ata Malik Juwayni 

himself had nothing to do with Ja1a} al~Din,· but Shams al-Diri Mu]j.ammad, 

grandfather of 'Ata Malik, was $ii"IJ,ib-al-dzwan (a.high ranking financial ofli"cial) 
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of Khwarazmshah. During the second· siege of Akhlat by J alal al-Din, Shams 
al-Din died, and according to al~Nasawi, "Shams al-Din made me a guardian 
of his children and left me a will that• his coffin should be sent to Juwayn, 

· his native country in Khurasan, and I did so. The Sultan never touched what 
he left behind and I dispatched it to his inheritors in company with my 
.trustworthy fello·ws and his own." (Sira,, p. 315) From this passage it is evident 
. that Shams al-Din Juwayni was an intimate colleague of al-Nasawi and a 
notable official of finance under Jalal al-Din. , It is likely that 'Ata Malik 
Juwayni, grandson of Shams al-Din, felt some sympathy for Jalal al-Din 
through his grandfather. 

To these three well-known historians of whom D'Ohsson made use I 
would like to add three more historical sources, one in Persian · and two 
in Arabic, relevant to Jalal al-Din's activities in West Asia. One of tliem 
is the Persian work by al-I:Iusayn b. Mul,iammad b. 'Ali al-Ja'fari al-Rughadi 
(generally known as Ibn Bibi al-Munajjima) entitled al-Awamir al-'Ala'iya 
fi al-Uniur al-'A la'iya. al-Awamir14 ). It is the only historical source which 
deals with the history of the Saljuqid Sultanate of Rum from the end of 
the reign of QiTich Arslan II (d. in 1192) to 680 (1281). In one of its ac
counts (dhikr), the relation of the parents of the author to Jalal al0Din is 
indicated as follows: 

My mother Bibi Munajjima-may Allah have mercy upon her-was a 
daughter of Kamal al-Din Simnani, a chief of the adherents of the great 
imam Shafi'i-may Allah be pleased with him-in Nishapur and she was, 
from her mother's lineage a granddaughter of Mu]:iammad Yal,iya15)

may Allah be pleased with him. She was an expert in the science of 
stars (i.e. astrology) arid her divinations were accordant with fate and 
divine decree, because her invisible arrow was in rising. She became a 
trustworthy astrologer. When Kamal al-Din Kamyar16) was sent to Sultan 
Jalal al-Din-may Allah have mercy upon him-who was in front of 
Akhlat, Kamyar found my mother close to the Sultan as a confidential 
astrologer. He was very surprised, for a female astrologer was unusual 
and rare. When he returned to the presence of the Sultan [of Rum], he 
told the Sultan of her as a rarity. Then Sultan J alal al-Din was defeated 
by the Mongol troop in front of Amid (Diyar Bakr), and my parents fled 
to Dimashq (Damascus). Sultan 'Ala' al-Din commanded to inquire about 
their situation, and when he knew that they went to Dimashq, he sent 
a messenger to Malik Ashraf, asked for their delivery, and brought them 
to the countries of Rum in courtesy. (A.A., pp. 442-443) 

From this quotation it becomes clear that the parents of Ibn Bibi were 
in the service of J alal al-D~n Khwarazmshah. Ihn Bibi's linique history, wh1ch 
also recorded the close connection,under Khwarazmshah between Majd al-Din 
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MuJ::iammad17 ), father of the author, and Shams al-Din Mul:iammad, grand

father of 'Ata Malik Juwayni, was in fact dedicated to 'Ala' al-Din 'Ata Malik 

Juwayni himself. 18 ) This indicates that Ibn Bi:bi's parents, 'Ata Malik Ju

wayni's grandfather, and al-Nasawi were all colleagues in the service of Khwa

razmshah J alal al-Din. As a matter of.fact, in the history of Ibn Bibi al-N asawi 

also appears three times but under the name of Shihab al-Din Zaydari:19 ). 

But it is not my purpose here to point out the interdependency between the 

historical works of al-Nasawi, Juwayni, and Ibn Bibi. They are, of course, 

independent from each other and manifest the distinct circumstances in which 

each author is writing. When Juwayni and Ibn Bibi wrote their histories, 

the former was a high civil official under the Mongols, the consistent adversa

ries of J alal al-Din, and the latter was a secretary in the service of the Saljuqid 

Sultanate of Rum under Mongol suzerainty. 

Two Arabic sources relating to Jalal al-Din are MuJ::iammad b. 'AH b. 

Na'.?H al-I:Iamawi's al-Ta'rikh al-Man.riiri (Talkhi~ al-Kashf wa al-Bayiin fi 

lf aw.iidith al-Zamiin)20 ) and Shams al-Din Abu al-Mu4affar Yusuf b. Quzughli 

(Sibt ibn al-Jawzi)'s Mir'at al-Zamiin fi Ta'rikh al-A'yiin. al-I:Iamawi was a 

secretary (kiitib) of al-Malik al-I:Iafi4, brother of al-Malik al-Kamil who was 

the ruler of Ayyubid Egypt. According to al-J:Iamawi's own statement, on 

20 Dhu al-I;Iijja 627 (1230.10.30) he was suddenly arrested by his master al

I:Iafi.4 and sent to Qal'a Ja'bar21 ). The next year al-I:Iamawi was set free by the 

mediation of al-Malik al-Ashraf and entered the service of al-Malik al-Man~ur, 

son of al-Malik al~Mujahid, the ruler of I:Iim~. al-I:famawi's Arabic chroni

cle, al-Ta'rikh al-Man.yuri, is entitled after his new patron al-Man~ur. This 

chronicle contains the history of the Islamic era from its first year to 631, 

the part dealing with events from 600 to 631 being the most detailed. al

I:Iamawi himself took part in the Battle of Yasi Chaman as a secretary of 

al~J:Iafi=? and left precious information about Jalal al-Din. Among the authors 

here mentioned al-I:Iamawi was the only witness to the Battle of Yasi Chaman. 

Sibt ibn al-J awzi was a famous historian who lived in Dimashq until 

he died on 21 Dhu al-I:Iijja 654 (1257.1.9). Mir'iit al-Zaman, like al-Kiimil by 

Ibn al-Athir, is a very extensive Arabic chronicle which ends in 654. His 

maternal uncle, Mul).yi al-Din Abu Mu}:lammad Yusuf22 l, a son of the famous 

historian and I:Ianbalite theologian Ibn al-Jawzi, met Jalal al-Din in front 

of Akhlat as an envoy from the 'Abbasid Khalifa and held a conversation with 

Khwarazmshah. Sibt ibn al-Jawzi himself heard some informations about 

Jalal al-Din directly from al-Malik al-Mu'a'.??am, Ayyubid ruler of Dimashq. 

The Arabic works of Ibn al-Athir, al-J:Iamawi, and Sibt ibn al-Jawzi are more 

objective than the Persian historians, for these three authors had no personal 

relations with Khwarazmshah Jalal al-Din. 
In this article I will describe Khwarazmshah J alal al-Din's activities in 

West Asia relying chiefly on the works of the above-mentioned six historians, 

four of them in Arabic and two in Persian. 
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II. Akhlat and Jalal al-Din Khwarazmshah 

When he appeared in West Asia, Jalal al-Din made his first march on 
Tustar in Khuzistan, then Ba'quba near Baghdad, and Daquqa in northern 
'Iraq. The purposes of these marches were to supply his soldiers with horses 
and to take revenge on the 'Abbasid Khalifa who had been hostile to his father 
M uJ::iammad Khwarazmshah23 ). After causing some panic and disorder among 
the population of 'Iraq, Jala.1- al-Din turned his march northward into the 
territory of Atabeg Uzbeg (Uzbak) in Adharbayjan. This region was then 
exposed to the menace of the Georgians: al-Nasawi called the area the "fishing 
ground (ma~yada)" of the Georgians on account of Uzbeg's negligence and 
lack of ability24 ). Jalal al-Din made a triumphant entry into Tabriz on 17 
Rajah 622 A.H. following Uzbeg's flight and negotiations with the inhabi
tants. Next Khwarazmshah concentrated his efforts on combating the Georgi
ans. He captured their capital Tiflis (Tbilisi) on 8 Rabi' I 623. Ibn al-Athir 
called J alal al-Din's capture of Tiflis a "feat (afli,'zl)" contrasting his achieve
ment with the failures of Saljuqid Sultan MaJ::imud and Atabeg Ildigiz 
(Uzbeg's grandfather) to recapture that city after it was taken from the Mus
lims in 515 (1121 /2) 25 ). 

In Jumada II 623 (1226.5.30-6.27), Jalal al-Din advanced against Akhlat, 
situated on the northern coast of Lake Van. It was then under the rule of 
the Ayyubid prince al-Malik al-Ashraf. This advance was the origin of hostili
ties that continued for more than four years between Khwarazmshah and the 
Ayyubids. 

J alal al-Din's first march against Akhlat was du~ to internal strife among 
the Ayyubid princes. According to Ibn al-Athir, al-Malik a'l-Mu'a??am of 
Dimashq set himself in opposition to his brother, al-Ashraf of Jazira and 
Akhlat. The two brothers sought allies: al-Mu'ai?am formed alliances with 
Muz;affar al-Din Kokbori (Kukburi) of Irbil, the Artuqid princes of Amid 
and Mardin, and Jalal al-Din Khwarazmshah; al-Ashraf allied himself with 
his other brother, al-Malik al-Kamil of Egypt, Atabeg of al-Maw~il, and the 
Saljuqid Sultan of Rum.26). al-I:Iamawi writes that al-Mu'a??am welcomed 
Khwarazmshah's envoy in 623 but, in the same year, paid no attention to 
the envoy of the Sultan of Rum, 'Ala' al-Din Kayqubadh, despite numerous 
presents27). The internal hostility between al-Mu'a??am and al-Ashraf was 
openly reflected in these external relations with Khwarazmshah and the Sultan 
of Rum. 

Jalal al-Din, as an ally of al-Mu'a??am advanced against Akhlat which 
was under al-Ashraf's rule. But Jalal al-Din's first march against Akhla! 
was interrupted by the news that Baraq I:Iajib, ruler of Kirman28 ), had re
volted in his territory. On hearing this news, Jalal al-Din hurried to Kirman 
leaving his wazir, Shara£ al-Mulk, in Tiflis. During the absence of Jalal al
Din, Khwarazmian soldiers raided and plundered Arzan al-Rum (Erzurum). 
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On their way back to Tiflis, they encountered Ayyubid troops under the com
mand of ~iajib I:Iusam al-Din 'Ali, the deputy of al-Ashraf in Akhlaf. The 
Khwarazmians were plundered in their turn and the spoils taken back29 ). 

This event brought about the second march and the first siege of Akhlat 
by Jalal al-Din. On 15 Dhu al-Qa'da 623 (1226.11.7), Khwarazmshah appeared 
in front of Akhlat. The Khwarazmians fought with severity and once even 
succeeded in entering the city, but they were repelled in the end. On 23 Dhii 
al-I:Iijja 623 (1226.12.15), Jalal al-Din gave up the siege of Ahklat and returned 
to Adharbayjan· because of the coldness of the weather and the Yiva (Yiwa) 
Turkman's revolt in that region30 l. 

According to al-I:Iamawi, hostility between al-Ashraf and al-Mu'a??am 
soon began to turn into reconciliation. They met near I:Iim~ and after hunt
ing together entered Dimashq on 12 Ramac;lan 623 (1226.9.6)31). Ibn al-'Adim 
says in his history of I:falab (Allepo) that al-Ashraf became a virtual captive 
in the hands of his brother al-Mu'a??am32 l. Finally, in Jumada II 624 (1227. 
5.19-6.16), al-Ashraf departed Dimashq after coming to terms with al-Mu'a'.?
'.?am. Reconciliation between al-Ashraf and al-Mu'a??am meant the ·end of 
the hostility that first led Jalal al-Din to march on Akhlat. Henceforth, every 
military operation against Akhlat was to be regarded as a threat and challenge 
to all the Ayyubids·33 ). 

In 624, Jalal al-Din was obliged to make eastward expeditions against 
both the Isma'iliya in Alamiit and the Mongols who invaded Khurasan. 
During his absence, in Shawwal, ~ilijib I:f usam al-Din 'Ali of Akhlat invaded 
Adharbayjan and temporarily occupied Khiiy, Maraud, Urmiya, and Naqjawan 
(Nakhichevan)34). On his. way back to Akhlat, lj,ajib 'Ali was accompanied 
by the wife of Jalal al-Din, a daughter of the last Saljuqid Sultan in 'Ajam, 
Tughril b. Arslan. She had first married Atabeg Uzbeg, but when Jalal 
al-Din occupied Tabriz, she made her former husband divorce her and re
married Khwarazmshah. According to Ibn al-Athir, this woman was quite 
discontented with her later husband's treatment, and it was she herself who 
invited lj,.ajib 'Ali into Adharbayjan35). But this interpretation of her role 
in history seems exaggerated. It is more likely that lj,,ajib 'Ali. primarily in
tended to secure the eastern boundary of Akhlat against Khwarazmshah by 
his invasion of Adharbayjan. For Jalal al-Din, f;,ajib 'Ali's activity in Adhar
bayjan meant the appearance of a new threat from: the west. 

It was during this period that al-Mu'a??am died of illness in Dimashq, 
on the last day of Dhii al-Qa'da 624 (1227.11.11)36). Reorganization of the 
Ayyubid state started soon after al-Mu'a7,:7,:am's death. al-Ashraf assumed power 
in Dimashq in exchange for the transfer of J azira between Akhlat and Sham 
to al-Kamil on 2 Sha'ban 626 (1229.6.26}37). · This agreement intensified the 
hostility between Khwarazmshah and the Ayyubids because al-Kamil, who 
consistently supported his brother al-Ashraf as the' greatest lord of their house, 
was nmv found in Jazira, directly on the route between Akhlat and Sham. 
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For the time being, no conflict arose between Khwarazmshah and the 
Ayyubids: both had to deal with their own separate adversaries. Outside 
I~fahan, Jalal al-Din waged war against the Mongol detachment who invaded 
Iran on 23 Ramac;lan 625 (1228.8.26)38 ). In Sham, there appeared the new 
Crusaders under the command of Emperor (al-imbaratur) Friedrich II in 624. 
al-Kamil negotiated with Friedrich, agreeing to terms which included the sur
render of al-Bayt al-Muqaddas (Jerusalem). The Holy House was handed 
over to the Emperor on the first day of Rabi' II 626 (1229.2.27) without the 
shedding of blood39). 

An important event also took place inside the city of Akhlat. According 
to lbn al-Athir and al-I:Jamawi, al-Ashraf sent his mamlilh, 'Izz al-Din Aybeg 
(Aybak), to Akhlat and made him arrest ziiijib 'Ali who was responsible for 
the hostilities against Jalal al-Din. On this event Ibn al-Athir writes, "We 
know of no reason requiring the arrest of f;,iijib 'Ali. He worried about al
Ashraf, advised him, protected his territory, and behaved justly to the populace 
(f;,asan al-sira). For a long time, J:,,iijib 'Ali offered resistance against J alal al
Din and defended Akhlat in such a way as no one else could ever have done." 
(K. T., p. 485) Among the series of events concerning Akhlat the arrest of 
l;ajib 'Ali seems to have been one of the most incomprehensible to Ibn al
Athir: · ~iaj£b 'Ali contributed much to the protection of the Ayyubids' north
ern territory as a mutawalli lJ,akim (entrusted governor). By forsaking J:,,iijib 
'AH, al-Ashraf might have been attempting some compromise with Jalal al
Din40). If so, it bore no fruit: Jalal al-Din once again besieged Akhlat early 
_ in Shawwal 626. This time nothing could disturb Jalal al-Din's vigorous 
attack. The siege continued for eight months, even in the coldest season, until 
the next spring. 

At last there occured such a thorough shortage of provisions in the city 
that some of the garrison betrayed it and handed it over to Khwarazmshah on 
28 Jumada I 627 (1230.4.14) 41). During this second siege, neither al-Ashraf 
in Dimashq nor al-Kamil in Jazira dispatched reinforcements to Akhlat. In 
other words, the Ayyubids abandoned Akhlat reconciling themselves to this 
loss of territory during that period. But, in fact, four months after the fall 
of Akhlat the Ayyubids, together with the Saljuqid Sultan of Rum, collided 
against Khwarazmshah in Yasi Chaman. Behind this change of attitude to
ward Khwarazmshah were· ardent proposals by the Saljuqid Sultan of Rum 
for the foundation of a united front against J alal al-Din. In the following 
pages I will inquire about the relations between the_ Saljuqid Sultanate of 

. Rum, the Ayyubids, and Khwarazmshah. 

III. Relations between the Saljuqid Sultanate of Rum, tlrn Ayyubids, 
and Khwarazmshah 

"\t\Then Jalal al-Din Khwarazmshah entered Adharbayjan in 622, he sent 
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an envoy to Rum from Maragha. al-Nasawi agrees with Ibn Bibi on the point 
that the envoy was a qliq,i whose laqab was Mujir al-Din. Ibn Bibi inserts 
in his work the full text of a letter sent by Jalal al-Din to Sultan 'Ala' al-Din 
Kayqubadh of Rum42 ). In his letter, J alal al-Din proposed to Kayqubadh 
the establishment of friendly relations between the two Sultans. The Khwa
razmian envoy met Kayqubadh in Qay~ariya (Kayseri) and was received with 
much hospitality. Kayqubadh heard about Jalal al-Din's adventures in the 
east from this envoy and agreed to the marriage of his son Ghiyath al-Din 
Kaykhusraw to one of Jalal al-Din's daughters4.S). When Mujir al-Din left 
Qay~ariya, Kayqubadh rewarded him with a number of gifts and gave him 
a letter in reply to his patron. In that reply Kayqubadh consented to the 
establishment of friendly relations as proposed by J alal al-Din. So, the first 
contact initiated by Khwarazmshah with the Sultan of Rum showed no marks 
of hostility between the two. 

But soon Kayqubadh and Jalal al-Din either became drawn into or wil
lingly took part in the above-mentioned internal strife between the Ayyubids. 
Jalal al-Din marched against Akhlat as an ally of al-Mu'a??am, while in 
Sha'ban 623 (1226.7.28-8.25) Kayqubadh, on the side of al-Ashraf, attacked the 
Artuqid prince al-Malik al-Mas'ud of Amid, one of al-Mu'a??am's allies. When 
the troops of the Sultanate of Rum succeeded in occupying I:Ii~n Man~ur 
(Ad1yaman), Kakhta, and Chamishkazak, al-Mas'ud asked for al-Ashraf's inter
vention. al-Ashraf requested Kayqubadh to return the conquered countries, 
but Kayqubadh rejected al-Ashraf's request saying, "I am not an agent (nii'ib) 
whom al-Ashraf may bid or forbid to do anything at all."44 ) al-Ashraf had 
to use force to protect the remaining territory of the Artuqid prince. This 
event became a basis of discontent and distrust for the Sultanate of Rum 
in its dealings with the Ayyubids. Moreover, there was a problem between 
al-Ashraf and Kayqubadh regarding Arzan al-Rum. Rukn al-Din Jahanshah 
b. Tughrilshah, ruler of Arzan al-Rum and a cousin of Kayqubadh, did not 
obey him and recognized instead the suzerainty of the Ayyubids, making 
the Friday sermon (khutba) be recited in the name of al-Ashraf45 l. It is 
no exaggeration to say that Kayqubadh's policies toward both Khwarazmshah 
and the Ayyubids were entirely dominated by his hostility toward Jahanshah. 

In spite of his discontent and distrust toward the Ayyubids during the 
preceding year, in 624 Kayqubadh chose reconciliation with them by taking 
as wife a sister of al-Mu'a??am and al-Ashraf. lbn Bibi gives a detailed de
scription of the negotiations for this marriage and reports on the grand cere
mony held in Malatiya (Malatya)46). The emergence of friendly relations by 
means of this marriage indicates that the Sultan of Rum deemed the Ayyubids 
to be the more powerful partners in the complicated political climate of those 
days in West Asia. 

But once again, this relationship turned into hostility in 625 because of 
Kayqubadh's conquest of Arzinjan (Erzincan). By taking advantage of discord 
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between its Mengiijikid ruler, 'Ala' al-Din Dawudshah, and his vassals, he 
succeeded in conquering the area without shedding any blood. According to 
Ibn Bibi, Dawudshah asked in vain for help from Jahanshah of Arzan al-Rum, 
al-Ashraf, Jalal al-Din Khwarazmshah and even 'Ala' al-Din Naw-musalman47 l 
of Alamut, leader of the Isma'iliya sect. Only after the conquest of Arzinjan 
did al-Ashraf send /:tiijib 'Ali to Arzan al-Rum from Akhlat in response to 
J ahanshah's plea for help in preventing Kayqubadh from advancing further 
toward the east. If iijib 'Ali's arrival at Arzan al-Rum hardened Kayqubadh's 
attitude toward the Ayyubids. 

According to al-Nasawi, Kayqubadh promised support to Jalal al-Din who 
was then in Tughtab48 l after marching against Akhlat. In one of his letters 
to Jalal al-Din Kayqubadh said, "Now there is nothing to do but direct our 
attention to these oppressors and tyrants .... We have returned to the major 
jihad from the minor one." (Szra, p. 278) There is no doubt that "these 
oppressors and tyrants" indicated the Ayyubids, and that the term major 
jih,iid (holy war) was used as a form of strong appeal to Khwarazmshah for 
help in fighting against them. 

Kayqubadh's hostility against the Ayyubids did not end until the second 
siege of Akhlat by Jalal al-Din. During this siege, Kayqubadh came to face 
a new set of political realities when J ahanshah of Arzan al-Rum forsook al
Ashraf and definitely took Jalal al-Din's side. The first siege of Akhlat by 
Jalal al-Din was partly due, in fact, to Jahanshah who had supported lj,iijib 
'Ali against the Kh.warazmians during the absence of Khwarazmshah. al-Nasa
wi reports that Jahanshah hindered merchants from reaching Jalal al-Din's 
encampment and killed his envoy who was on his way back from Riim49 l. 
In spite of these former hostilities, Jahanshah, who believed that the conquest 
of Akhlat by Jalal al-Din was near, dared take his side on account of fear of 
his power and enmity against Kayqubadh. J ahanshah supplied the Khwa
razmians with provisions and weapons, like the "qara bughrii (black camel)", 
a large ballista, to support Jalal al-Din's conquest. According to Ibn Bibi, 
Jahanshah also encouraged Jalal al-Din to attack the countries of Riim50 l. 

Jalal al-Din did in fact send three messengers to Rum. They met Kay
qubadh in his winter residence in 'Ala'iya (Alanya) on the Mediterranean 
Sea. Kayqubadh's speech to them was an ultimatum to Jalal al-Din. Kay
qubadh demanded that J alal al-Din withdraw from Akhlat and make peace 
with the Mongols for the benefit of all Muslims51 l. Both demands were 
absolutely unacceptable to J alal al-Din. al-I:Iamawi quotes the last letter 
that Kayqubadh sent to J alal al-Din whose contents give a vivid description 
of the relations between the Sultanate of Rum, the Ayyubids, and Khwarazm
shah as follows: 

You are of a great family. Your conditions were never damaged until 
your father changed his intention (nzya) and neglected his life. He suf-
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fered his due punishment. Now I prefer the Ayyubids and feel sympathy 
for them. They are a great family full of felicity, and their origin is old. 
They possess much property, territory, and strength; retain many members 
and leading personalities; and treat their soldiers, subjects, and neighbors 
with kindness; while you have neither property nor strength. Your ter
ritory has been laid waste. We know your condition better than yourself. 
Don't take me for their enemy at all. By Allah, I am not their enemy. 
On the contrary, I am their friend and kinsman on the basis of my relation 
by marriage to them. My uncle Mu'izz al-Din52 l has children of their 
descent and so do I. Certainly, there once occurred just such a situation 
as you blamed them for, but now we have been reconciled. Don't believe 
otherwise. I should advise you to make peace with them and regard them 
as friends. We know that at your rear there exist powerful adversaries 
with whom you have to confront. And agreement is ready. You may do 
what you wish concerning the Georgians and others. This is my advice 
for you: don't be deceived by the one who is in correspondence with 
you and swears obedience to you. All is falsehood and time gaining. By 
Allah, I have told everything that is necessary for rationality and the 
canonical law of Islam. (T.M., pp. 197-198) 

"The one who is in correspondence with you and swears obedience to 
you" clearly indicates J ahanshah who took the side of J alal al-Din and had 
become more hostile to Kayqubadh than ever before. From the letter quoted 
above, it becomes obvious that Kayqubadh, who must have felt great danger 
as a result of Jahanshah's activities in favor of Jalal al-Din, gave up his 
enmity against the Ayyubids and once again revived their alliance on the 
basis of his relation to them by marriage. After the conquest of Akhlat, Kay
qubadh entered into negotiations with al-Kamil and zealously persuaded him 
to form an alliance with his family against Khwarazmshah. At that moment, 
Kayqubadh apparently felt more of a direct threat from Jalal al-Din than 
from al-Kamil. Ibn al-Athir reports that in one day five messengers from 
Rum arrived at I;Iarran where al-Kamil and al-Ashraf were staying together53 l. 

In the end, the Ayyubids decided to enter into an alliance with Kayqubadh. 
The relationship between the Sultanate of Rum and Khwarazmshah be

gan rather cordially but turned into uncompromising enmity because of Ja
hanshah's hostile activities against Kayqubadh. After the conquest of Akhlat, 
Jalal al-Din never tried to conceal his intentions of conquering the countries 
of Rum and Sham. Thus became inevitable the clash of Khwarazmshah 
against the allied forces of the Sultanate of Rum and the Ayyubids. 

IV. The Battle of Yasi Chaman 

When he decided to wage war against Khwarazmshah, Kayqubadh dis-
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patched ten thousand horsemen to Arzinjan under the command of amir 
Mubariz al-Din Chawli and three other commanders54l. Among the Ayyubids, 
al-Kamil left for Egypt an~ did not take part in the Battle of Yasi Chaman. 
The true reason is unknown. Only al-}:Iamawi writes that al-Kamil left al
Ashraf in }:Iarran and set out for Egypt on hearing the news that his son, 
al-Malik al-Mas'ud Aqsis, had died in al-Yaman (Yemen) and Ibn Rasul, one 
of his a!f/.iiib (adherents) had come to power55 l. It is probable that al-Kamil 
intended to avoid the frontal clash with Khwarazmshah on the pretext of the 
situation in al-Yaman . 

. From Rum Kamal al-Din Kamyar came to al-Ashraf and urged him to start 
for Siwas (Sivas). In Sha'ban 627 (1230.6.15-7.13), al-Ashraf left al-Raqqa and 
arrived at Siwas where Kayqubadh was waiting. According to Ibn Bibi, al-Ashraf 
was accompanied by his brothers, al-Mu~affar Ghazi, lord of Mayyafariqin 
(Silvan), al-Jawad, al-Mughith, and al-'Aziz; while al-I:Jamawi adds the names 
of his old and new patrons, al-:tiafi~ and al-Man$ur. The Ayyubid force con
sisted of five thousand horsemen5~l. al-Ashraf and the other Ayyubid princes 
were welcomed by Kayqubadh with hospitality in Siwas, and they met their 
sister who had married Kayqubadh three years previously. After resting a 
week in Siwas, the allied forces set out for the plain of Aqshahr (Ak§ehir) and 
from. there advanced to the mountain of Yasi Chaman57 l, near Arzinjan .. Kay
qubadh's troops consisted of Turk, Farang (Franks), Gurji (Georgians), Oji 
(Uj-Turcomans)58 l, Rumi (Greeks), Rus (Russians), and 'Arab-twenty thou
sand in all. 

As for J alal al-Din, after the conquest of Akhlat he placed Malazgird 
under siege and from there advanced to Khartabirt (Harput) where he got 
so seriously ill that recovery appeared hopeless. His strategy to attack either 
Kayqubadh or the Ayyubids separately before they could form an allied force 
entirely failed because of his serious illness. This illness is mentioned by al
N asawi, al-I:Iamawi, and Juwayni; the last attributes Jalal al-Din's defeat in 
the Battle of Yasi Chaman .to it59 l. After his narrow recovery, the news came 
.to him that the allied forces had arrived at the plain of AqshahL The Khwa
razmian troops, joined by Jahanshah of Arzan al-Rum, started for Yasi 
Chaman with an. overnight march. · 

On the Battle of Yasi Chaman Ibn al-Athir, al-Nasawi, Ibn Bibi, al
J:Iamawi, and Sibt ibn al-Jawzi each give their own descriptions. al-Nasawi was 
then sent to Persian 'Iraq as an envoy of Jalal al-Din, and according to his own 
statement, on the day when the decisive battle took place (28 Rama~an 627) 
he arrived at I$fahan. His description ot the battle is based on secondhand 
information heard from al-Mu~affar Ghazi of Mayyafariqin who took part 
in the battle60 l. Ibn Bibi describes the battle . in. a mathnawi poem of 279 
bayts composed by himself in the mutaqiirib meter. The fact that this poem 

,is the longest one in his work and the fact that the author used the same meter 
as was used in Firdawsi's Shah-nama, the greatest epic in Persian literature, 
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show how much Ibn Bibi took pains with literary embellishments to describe 
the battle61 ). As mentioned before, al-I:Iamawi was an eyewitness to the battle 
in the service of his old patron al-I;Iafi'.?62 ). Sibt ibn al-J awzi heard of the 
battle directly from amir 'Imad al-Din b. Musak who had been one of the 
late al-Mu'a~~am's ghuliims and took part in the battle as an Ayyubid com
mander63). Ibn al-Athir's description is rather brief, though it is quite trust
worthy with regard to the date64 ). 

By piecing together their descriptions, the Battle of Yasi Chaman can be 
reconstructed as follows: on 24 Ramac;lan 627 (1230.8.6), amir Chawli, who 
was then in Arzinjan, dispatched three thousand horsemen65 ) as an advanced 
guard for Kayqubadh. This advanced guard of Rum got lost that night and 
encountered the Khwarazmians who annihilated them after a fierce battle the 
next morning. On hearing the news of this first defeat, Kayqubadh was so 
disappointed that he lost his composure and almost withdrew from the battle
field: the advanced guard in Arzinjan had been composed of the best mem
bers of his force. He took heart only because of . al-Ashraf's encouragement. 
The advanced guards of both sides skirmished on 25-26 Ramac;lan, repeatedly 
advancing and retreating. The main bodies began to collide on 27 Ramac;lan, 
and the final, decisive battle took place on the next day. The Ayyubid troops 
distinguished themselves in that battle, while the Khwarazmians suffered a 
complete defeat and were routed. 

Behind the distinctive performance of the Ayyubid troops lay an excep
tionally huge reward bestowed by Kayqubadh. al-I;Iamawi writes that before 
and after the battle, in Siwas and Arzan al-Rum, Kayqubadh gave al-Ashraf 
four hundred thousand sult,iini dirhams, twenty thousand cups (makkiik) of 
grain, and ten thousand sheep. To every one of Ashraf's brothers Kayqubadh 
gave a hundred thousand dirhams and many horses and garments. al-I;Iamawi 
says that this enumeration of rewards was a great thing66). The eve of the 
battle, 27 Ramac;lan, fell on layla al-qadr when, according to siira XCVII, 
the Qur'an was revealed to Mul:iammad the Prophet of Islam for the first time. 
On that night, Kayqubadh ordered that the doors of prisons be opened and 
money be given to beggars; he himself fasted and performed all-night prayers 
and worship67 ). Kayqubadh's efforts, both physically and spiritually, later bore 
fruit in a great victory over his formidable enemy, J alal al-Din. 

After the defeat, Khwarazmshah fled from the battlefield to Akhlat via 
Khartabirt and Malazgird. From there, he carried away as much treasure as 
he could and arrived at Khuy in Adharbayjan. The Khwarazmians took flight 
into the mountains and valleys near the battlefield. Some of them reached 
Durabzun (Trebizond) 68 ). The allied forces chased after them and captured 
many, including Jahanshah of Arzan al-Rum. Two days after the battle, the 
Feast of Breaking the Ramac;lan Fast was celebrated, and Kayqubadh departed 
for Arzan al-Rum together with the Ayyubid princes, taking Jahanshah with 
them as captive. At first, Arzan al-Rum closed its doors against Kayqubadh 
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but afterward opened them in exchange for the security of its ruler Jahan
shah through the mediation of al-Ashraf69 >. In Arzan al-Rum, Kayqubadh 
distributed rewards among the Ayyubid princes. Then he ordered amir 
Shams al-Din Altun-apa and five thousand horsemen to accompany them to 
Akhlat as reinforcements. When al-Ashraf entered Akhlat and made peace 
with J alal al-Din, then in Adharbayjan, the dispute over Akhlat, which was 
the origin of hostilities between Khwarazmshah and the Ayyubids, came to a 
final settlement. 

Almost at the same time as J alal al-Din's defeat in the Battle of Yasi 
Chaman, Mongol troops drew near behind him. Ogedai Qa'an, the successor 
of Jinkiz Khan, sent them under the command of Jurmaghun Nuyan to put 
an end to Jalal al-Din's activities in West Asia. Henceforth, the last Khwa
razmshah could only continue flying from the pursuit of those Mongol troops. 
At last, he was murdered by a Kurd in Diyar Bakr on 15 Shawwal 628 (1231. 
8.16) 70 ). To borrow Juwayni's expression, Jalal al-Din's defeat at Yasi Cha
man was "a blow struck on his cheek of destiny" from which he could never 
recover71 >. In this sense the Battle of Yasi Chaman may have been the most 
crucial failure of his life. 

Conclusion 

In this article I have reexamined the hostilities between Khwarazmshah 
and the Ayyubids concerning Akhlat; the relations between the Sultanate of 
Rum, the Ayyubids, and Khwarazmshah; and the Battle of Yasi Chaman on 
the basis of the descriptions of six historical sources: Ibn al-Athir, al-Nasawi, 
Juwayni, Ibn Bibi, al-I:Iamawi, and Sibt ibn al-Jawzi. Of these six historians 
I think that the most serious attention should be paid to Ibn al-Athir because 
he had no personal ties at all with Khwarazmshah, the Ayyubids, or the Sal
juqid Sultanate of Rum. As a conclusion, I will throw light on two questions: 
How were Jalal al-Din's activities in West Asia regarded in the eyes of this 
contemporary historian who dwelt in al-Maw~il?; and What impact did Jalal 
al-Din's activities have on the political environment of West Asia, then divided 
into many separate territories under the control of local lords (including the 
Ayyubids and the Sultanate of Rum)? 

When he expresses ignorance as to whether J alal al-Din was living or 
dead in 628, Ibn al-Athir writes in al-Kiimil as follows: 

Jalal al-Din behaved unjustly (sayyi' al-sira) and his management of 
his dominion was infamous. There existed no neigh.boring ruler who 
did not feel enmity toward him, contend about dominion, or reject good 
neighborliness with him. After he appeared in I~fahan and rallied his 
troops, he aimed at Khuzistan; besieged Tustar, in the possession of 
the 'Abbasid Khalifa; and then advanced to Daquqa, also in the posses-
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sion of the Khalifa, plundering and killing many people. After that, 
he captured Adharbayjan, a domain of Uzbeg; aimed at the Georgians; 
and defeated them too. Next, he acted hostilely toward al-Malik al
Ashraf, ruler of Akhlat, and 'Ala' al-Din, ruler of Rum. He also became 
the enemy of al-Isma'iliya, plundered their territory, and killed many 
of theII1:, He imposed upon them a payment of tax (mlil) every year. The 
same duty was imposed on the others. Thus the rulers were all disap
pointed with him and no one supported him. (K. T., pp. 495-496) 

Ibn al-Athir's estimation of Jalal al-Din obviously dropped after his first 
siege of Akhlat. After praising his conquest of Tiflis in 623 as a feat, he 
changed his attitude toward Jalal al-Din criticizing his bad behavior and those 
of the Khwarazmians. This bad behavior is termed su' sira, sira ja'ira, su' ~ani', 
,and qabifJ, fi'l. These terms are used six times in the descriptions of events 
from the second half of 623 to the end of al-K,amil72 l. Ibn al-Athir uses the 
Arabic word N-H-B (to plunder) twenty five times, both as a noun and a 
verb, in regard to the activities of J alal al-Din and the Khwarazmians. The 
word N-H-B is a key word. According to Ibn al-Ath'ir, it seems as if wherever 
they advanced J alal al-Din and his Khwarazmian troops always plundered the 
inhabitants. He derives this impression from the fact that they were funda
mentally hated as notorious plunderers throughout \\Test Asia. 

In this connection, it is noteworthy that the word yawagi is used three 
times by Ibn Bibi to describe the activity of Jalal al-Din and the Khwarazmi
ans in West Asia7,3 l. The Persian word y,awagi, the original meaning of 
which is "to get lost" or "to disappear"74 l, is used in this case to mean "to 
wander from place to place, having _no one to turn to for help." After the 
Mongol invasion of their native country, the Khwarazmians, headed by Jalal 
al-Din, were obliged to leave home and become yawagiy.an without wealth 
or land. As they had no one to turn to for help, they inevitably had to be 
hostile to all the neighboring rulers in order to survive and were forced 
to plunder wherever they went. This was nothing but bad behavior in 
the eyes of the inhabitants of West Asia. Although Jalal al-Din Khwa
razmshah did propose friendly relations and requested alliances with the 
neighboring rulers, the plundering of the Khwarazmians made it impossible 
for the Ayyubids and Kayqubadh to accept his- proposals. In Adharbayjan, 
the base of Jalal al-Din's activities in West Asia, discontent with the Khwa
razmians increased so much that after his defeat in Yasi Chaman its inhabit
ants never cooperated in his resistance against the Mongol troops. 

Nevertheless there were three reasons, in my opinion, why the other rulers 
in West Asia dared not remove Jalal al-Din and the Khwarazmians until 
the Battle of Yasi Chaman. First, the Ayyubids and Kayqubadh feared 
Jalal al-Din's military. power which had been great enough to conquer Tiflis, 
the capttal of Georgia. Second, some of them-for example al-Mu'a~~am and 
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Kayqubadh-temporarily attempted to make use of Jalal al-Din's power either 
to protect their own interests or to expand their territories. This was the 
major cause of hostilities between the Ayyubids and Khwarazmshah. Third, 
.the Ayyubids and Kayqubadh expected Jalal al-Din to play the role of a bul
wark against the Mongol invasion of West Asia. According to Juwayni, Jalal 
al-Din called himself the "rampart of Alexander (sadd-i Islwndar)" in one 
of his letters to KhaHfa and the rulers of Sham and Rum75 l. Sibt ibn 
al-Jawzi writes that al-Ashraf called Jalal al-Din the most ideal rampart be
tween the Muslims and Yajuj and Majuj (or Gog and Magog in the Old Testa
ment)76l. The word sadd-i lskandar is derived from iiya 94 of sura XVIII 
in the Qur',an. The sadd means the rampart which legendary hero Dhu al
Qarnayn (Alexander) built to confine Yajuj and Majuj who did evil to the 
people77l. J alal al-Din compared his opposition to the infidel Mongols with 
the ra_mpart of Alexander and demanded the support of the other Muslims 
who benefited from it. When it became clear that the substance of this 
rampart was nothing but the injustice (jawr), oppression (~ulm), tyranny 
(jabariit) and haughtiness ('a~ama) 78 l of plunderers, the Ayyubids and Kay
qubadh had to join together to destroy it themselves. 

In addition to their reputation as tyrannical plunderers, historical com
ments on the rivalry between Kayqubadh and Jalal al-Din also provide evi
dence about contemporary political attitudes toward the Khwarazmians. On 
this rivalry, al-I:famawi writes in his chronicle as follows: 

al-Khwarazmi (Jalal al-Din) sent an envoy to al-Ru.mi (Kayqubadh) with 
one hundred and twenty horses. When al-Rumi made the envoy present 
himself, al-Rumi did not stand up for him and no one received him. 
After a few days, when he was to return, al-Rumi never stood up or gave 
hands to be kissed or uttered kind words to him. The practice of al-Rumi 
was to address himself to no one. But then al-Rumi said to the envoy 
"If your patron criticizes the manner of your reception and the lack of 
attention paid to you, say to him that this is the practice which my father 
followed with your father and my grandfather with your grandfather" 
and let him go. (T.J\IJ.., pp. 185-186) 

According to Ibn Bibi, Kayqubadh caUed the ancestors of Jabil al-Din 
"those who were always seen with affection and sympathy by the uncles (a'miim) 
of Kayqubadh, like Sultan Malikshah, Sultan Mu'izz al-Din Sanjar, and other 
great Saljuqid Sultans"79 l. Malikshah and San jar were not actually the uncles 
of Kayqubadh: Kayqubadh was a descendant of Isra'il b. Saljuq, while Malik
shah and Sanjar were descendants of Mika'il b. Saljuq. But the Sultans of 
the Saljuqids in Iran are often called "uncles" of the Sultans of the Saljuqids 
in Rum by Ibn Bibi. 

Behind these two examples of Kayqubadh making reference to his 
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ancestory lay pride and a sense of superiority over Khwarazmshah whose 
ancestors were mamlflks of the Saljuqid Sultanate in Iran and 'Iraq. In 
Adharbayjan, Jalal al-Din married a daughter of Tughril, the last Saljuqid 
Sultan in 'Ajam, but it was Khwarazmshah Tekish, a grandfather of Jalal 
al-Din, who killed Tughril and overthrew the lineage of the Saljuqid Sultanate 
in 'Ajam on 24 Rabi' I 590 (1194.3.19)80 ). For Kayqubadh, who was not a 
descendant of Tughril but did belong to the Saljuqids of Rum, the collision 
with. Jalal al-Din was regarded as an opportunity to take revenge on Khwa
razmshah for the sake of the Saljuqids' reputation in history. 

My special thanks go to Mr. Hirotoshi SHIMO, one of the editors of M.T.B., and 
Mr. Tom FITZSIMMONS, who kindly checked and corrected my article. 
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